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Estimating the slope stability is a crucial and critical process as the stability of soil
slopes not only depends on the geological factors, but also depends on the physical
and topography factors. Due to its challenging process, this study attempts on the
prediction of slope stability using machine learning (ML) methods which are Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) and Naive Bayes (NB) classifier using the historical slope
cases worldwide. The prediction models were developed based on six input factors
namely “unit weight, internal friction angle, cohesion, slope angle, slope height
and pore pressure ratio” and factor of safety (FOS) as the output factor. The slope
data was collected from the previous studies and divided into 70% training and 30%
testing datasets for both models. The classification process of ANN and NB were
implemented using python programming and the result shows that ANN prediction
model gives better prediction result with accuracy of 95%, compared to NB with 84%
of accuracy. The prediction of slope stability is one of the critical interests during
the slope design process. Hence, this study may served as a benchmark study for
the application of ANN and NB machine learning methods in predicting slope stability.
© 2020 Universiti Tenaga Nasional. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION
The geotechnical engineering process such as estimating the
slope stability is quite challenging because of its complexity
and it deals with the natural data such as strength of the
soil, the pressure of the pore water and the geometry of the
slope. To measure the stability of slopes, FOS is used to
determine whether slope is stable or failed. The FOS is
generally described as the ratio of the current soil strength
to the needed minimum shear strength to prevent the failure
of its structure [1].The higher value of FOS shows that
the slope is stable, while the lower value of FOS shows
that the slope fails. Precise prediction of FOS, including
the stability and efficiency of slope is not a simple task
as it is difficult to determine mechanical properties, the
degree of influence and the relationship between the FOS
factors. Furthermore, the slope stability assessment often
involved with many sources of uncertainties factors [2].
Based on the reviews, it was found that many researchers
has studied slope stability and its associated FOS using
various method including limit equilibrium method (LEM),
finite equilibrium method (FEM), gravity increase method
(GIM), strength reduction method (SRM), rigid element
method, distinct element method, etc. [3]–[8]. Among
these methods, LEM and FEM was found to be the most

widely used and successful methods for the analysis of slope
stability and determining the FOS value.
LEM is also well-known as ”method of slices”, uses the
principle of slicing the failure mass to determine the FOS. It
deals with the assumptions on the distribution of inter-slice
force. The slicing methods consist of the “Fellenius [9],
Bishop[10], Morgenstern and Price [11] , Spencer [12], and
Janbu [13]” method. FEM, which is an alternative way, is an
adaptable tool for analyzing stability of slope by alleviating
assumptions on slope failure surface as required in LEM
[14]. The advantages of LEM and FEM have made them the
most preferred conventional method for solving slope stability analysis by the previous researchers [15]–[17]. However,
these conventional methods have their own limitations such
as LEM does not guarantee the effectiveness in handling
various geometry or material variation with the large number of assumption [18]. Furthermore, FEM often criticized
for its intensive computational power required and having
lack computational efficiency for small probability levels
[19].
Hence, the introduction of intelligent computational
methods such as ML approaches serves as the alternative
tools to analyze the slope stability, including the prediction
of slope safety [20]. The interest of using ML in geotechnical engineering has been growing for the last few decades.
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This is because by using ML, the prior knowledge of a particular model form is not required and the methods also
possess flexible capability for the nonlinear modeling [21].
The most common ML methods used for estimating slope
safety includes support vector machine (SVM), artificial
neural network (ANN) and Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) algorithm.
SVM is an efficient ML method based on the Structural Risk
Minimization (SRM) concept to construct decision planes
to establish decision boundaries. SVM has been widely
used in many fields including slope stability analysis [22].
ANN is a powerful ML method that imitates the biological neurons of the human brain to construct a solution
for a problem. It has demonstrated the ability to predict a
complex model and has been commonly used by previous
researchers to evaluate slope stability. Bui et al [22] employed several ML methods including ANN, SVM, multi
linear regression (MLR) and Gaussian process regression
(GPR) to predict the FOS against the slope failure. 630
slope cases dataset with four input factors namely cohesion,
setback distance ratio, slope angle and applied surcharge
was divided into training and testing datasets. The prediction result was validated and it was found that ANN model
through multilayer perceptron (MLP) network give the highest success rate with R2 is 0.9939. Ray et al, [23] predicted
FOS of soil slope in Himalayan Region using ANN models.
Two ANN models with the different number of input factors
were develop to predict the FOS value. The first model
consists of eleven input factors while second model consists of eight input factors, which are the significant factors
obtained from the correlation analysis. The result found
that both ANN models give good performance of prediction. However, the model with the significant factors has
outperformed the model with all the factors listed by giving
the higher R2 value. ANN was proven to be an excellent
prediction tool by Mamat et al. [24], Qian et al. [25], and
Chakraborty and Goswami [26].
NB is one of the commonly used ML methods that use
a probability model described based on the Bayes theory
to estimate the probability of a new observation belongs
to a predefined group [27]. NB is applied in various fields
including slope stability prediction. Feng et al [20] has
employed NB classifier to predict the FOS value for the circular failures of landslides. The model was developed from
six input factors namely cohesion, slope height, slope angle,
unit weight, friction angle and pore water pressure, with the
incomplete 69 slope cases dataset. The result found that the
NB classifier model is capable to predict the slope stability
with high accuracy and applicability. Tsangaratos and Ilia
[27] has compared NB classifier with logistic regression in
landslide susceptibility analysis for slope cases in Epirus,
Greece. Seven were used as the input factors derived from
116 sites. The models were analyzed and compared based
on the area accuracy and under the curves (AUC) area value.
The result found that NB has outperformed logistic regression by giving the higher accuracy and AUC with 87.50%
and 0.875, respectively. He et al [14] develop ML models
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namely NB, radial basis function (RBF) classifier and RBF
network for landslide spatial modeling of Longhai, China.
14 conditioning factors was used as an input parameters
from 16 of landslides were divided into 70% training and
30% testing datasets. The result shows that NB model give
the acceptable prediction result with area under the receiver
operating characteristic (AUROC) is 0.872.
From the review of the previous researchers, it shows
that ANN and NB are able to affectively predict the slope
stability by giving the good prediction results. In the current
work, the ANN and NB are applied to predict the slope
stability using classification model.

2. METHODOLOGY
A. Artificial Neural Network
ANN is one of the widely used supervised ML methods
that inspired by the biological neurons of human brain [28].
The behaviour and the structure of biological neurons are
adapted into the ANN model so that the model has the
ability to learn, to adapt of changes and also imitate the
human thought practice with little interaction from human
[29]. The basic structure of ANN consists of input layer,
hidden layer and output layer. Each layer contains of neurons that are connected to each other through weight and
bias. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is the most widely used
ANN for solving prediction problem, either classification or
regression based. The MLP is essentially used to identify
the mathematical relationships between various variables,
with the consideration of one or more activation functions
[30]. Suppose the neurons have n inputs (for this case n is 6
that refers to the six slope factors) and computes the output
y based on Equation (1) as follows:
n

y = f ( ∑ wi pi + b)

(1)

i=0

where f is the activation function, pi is the input at i-th, wi
is the weight at i-th and b is the bias. Figure 1 shows the
architecture of ANN.
This study implements MLP with back propagation neural network due to its suitability and efficiency of the network. Six neurons in the input layers refers to the six slope
factors (γ, c . ϕ, β , H and ru). The hit and trial process
specifies the hidden layers and the neurons of the hidden
layers. Figure 1 shows the architecture of ANN.
B. Naive Bayes
NB is one of the supervised machine learning methods
based on conditional independence assumption. NB classifier is capable to learn and to predict the output from the
incomplete information. The structure of NB is pre-defined
where no learning structure is needed. NB also proven to
be suitable and efficient when dealing with large number
of datasets. Furthermore, only a little amount of training
data is required to predict the necessary parameters [20].
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To develop ANN and NB prediction models, the whole
datasets need to be divided into two new subsets which are
training and testing data. This is to ensure the generalization
capability of the datasets. Basically, the training data is used
to train the model and tuning the hyper-parameters while
testing data is used to test its generalization capacity for
the prediction function. This study divides the datasets into
70:30 where 70% of the data is used for training and 30%
is used for testing.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. Architecture of ANN

Suppose xi is the factors affecting slope stability for n attributes where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and y j is the two outcomes of
the slope stability; stable or failed where stable = 1 and
failed = 0. NB estimates the probability P(y j /xi ) for all
possible output class given as in Equation (2) as follows
[14]:
y = arg maxP(yi )
yi = {stable, f ailed}

∏ni=1 P(xi /yi )

(2)

where P(yi ) is the initial probability of yi , p(xi |yi ) is the
posterior probability, calculated as follows:
2

−(xi −µ)
1
p(xi |yi ) = √
e 2σ 2
2πσ

(3)

Accuracy =

C. Case Study
To develop prediction model of ANN and BN, 148 slope
cases were collected from previous studies of [31]–[34]. Six
factors affecting slope stability were investigated namely
“unit weight, internal friction angle, cohesion, slope angle,
slope height and pore pressure ratio” and FOS as the output
factor which is classified as 1 for “stable” and 0 for “failed”.
Table 1 shows the basic statistic of the slope cases.
Table 1. Basic statistical of the slope cases
Statistic
Minimum

Maximum

Standard
Deviation

13.97
4.95

31.3
300

4.0193
47.1177

0

45

10.9554

16
3.6

59
511

10.1382
138.2752

0

45

3.6844

(4)

where T P is “true positive”, refers to the number of correct
positive prediction, TN is “true negative”, refers to the
number of correct negative prediction, FP is “false positive”,
refers to the number of wrong positive prediction and FN
is “false negative”, refers to the wrong negative prediction.
Confusion matrix summarised the actual and prediction
result of a classifier. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for
ANN and NB models.
Table 2. Prediction result of ANN and NB

ANN
Predictive

Slope parameters

TP+TN
T P + T N + FP + FN

Accuracy
(%)

Actual

where σ is the standard deviation of xi and µ is the mean.

Unit weight (γ)
Cohesion, (c)
Internal friction
angle (ϕ)
Slope angle (β )
Slope height (H)
Pore water
pressure ratio (ru)

The developed prediction models utilized statistical analysis criteria based on accuracy of the prediction result and
receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) value based
on the confusion matrix that are consists of true positive,
false positive, true negative and false negative rates to estimate the performance of the classifiers. The accuracy of the
prediction result is given by Equation (4) as follows:

+

-

+
-

15
2

0
20

+
-

23
5

2
15

ROC

95

0.9545

84

0.8350

NB
Predictive

From Table 2, the confusion matrix shows that for ANN,
compared with the actual slope cases, there are 15 stable
slope cases are correctly predicted and no slope case is
wrongly predicted while 20 failed slope cases are correctly
predicted and 2 slope cases are wrongly predicted. For NB,
23 stable slope cases are correctly predicted and 2 slope
cases are wrongly predicted while 15 failed slope cases are
correctly predicted and 5 slope cases are wrongly predicted.
ANN model gives higher accuracy and ROC value with
95% and 0.9545, compared to NB with 84% and 0.8350
respectively.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study, 148 slope cases were collected from previous
studies are used to develop prediction model based on ANN
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and NB classifier with six input factors; “cohesion, slope
height, slope angle, friction angle, unit weight and pore
pressure ratio”. A three layer feed forward back propagation network with 6-3-1 architecture was selected for ANN
model. The dataset is divided into 70% for training and 30%
of testing dataset. The prediction result of ANN gives 95%
accuracy. For NB, the algorithm was employed based on the
probabilities of the slope stability with the same six input
parameters and percentage division for training and testing
datasets. The prediction result of NB gives 84% accuracy.
The conclusions are as follows:
i. ANN and NB show the capabilities to predict the slope
stability using the classification approach.
ii. The comparison between ANN and NB was found
that ANN performed better than NB for slope stability
prediction.
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